The Best Librivox Narrators

We’ve created a list of the best narrators on Librivox as recommended by you, members of the Read-Aloud Revival. We combed through recommendations on Facebook, in emails, and in blog comments. Then we linked directly to our community’s favorite readers. Underneath each reader’s name you’ll find some specific titles that our listeners have loved. Now you can easily find great audio books that don’t break the budget!

Note: The website list will be updated as members make suggestions, so please check there for more resources.

Mary Anderson
   *Pollyanna* by Eleanor H. Porter

Mark Butler
   *Rikki-Tikki-Tavi* by Rudyard Kipling

Clive Catterall
   *The White Company* by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

Phil Chenevert
   *The Jungle Book* by Rudyard Kipling
   *Orthodoxy* by G.K. Chesterton
   *The Wonderful Wizard of Oz* by Frank Baum

Rachel Ellen
   *Five Little Peppers and How They Grew* by Margaret Sidney

Gregory Holsworth
   *My Father’s Dragon* by Ruth Stiles Gannett

Lee Ann Howlett
   *Understood Betsy* by Dorothy Canfield Fisher

Meredith Hughes
   *The Jungle Book* by Rudyard Kipling

Elizabeth Klett
   *The Age of Innocence* by Edith Wharton
   *Emma* by Jane Austen
   *Wives and Daughters* by Elizabeth Gaskell

David Leeson
   *The Cat of Bubastes* by G.A. Henty

John Lieder
   *The Adventures of Bob White and Other Tales* by Thornton Burgess

Andy Minter
   *The Princess and the Goblin* by George MacDonald
Mil Nicholson
  *Bleak House* by Charles Dickens
  *The Old Curiosity Shop* by Charles Dickens

Adrian Praetzellis
  *Treasure Island* by Robert Louis Stevenson
  *Wind in the Willows* by Kenneth Grahame

Karen Savage
  *The Secret Garden* by Frances Hodgson Burnett
  *Tales from Shakespeare* by Charles and Mary Lamb
  *The Story of Doctor Dolittle* by Hugh Lofting
  *Pride and Prejudice* by Jane Austen
  *The Railway Children* by E. Nesbit
  *Anne of Green Gables* by L.M. Montgomery

Jennette Selig
  *Little Women* by Louisa May Alcott

Kara Shallenberg
  *A Christmas Carol* by Charles Dickens
  *Poems Every Child Should Know* edited by Mary Burt
  *Our Island Story* by H.E. Marshall
  *A Room with a View* by E.M. Forster
  *The Swiss Family Robinson* by Johann David Wyss
  *Just So Stories* by Rudyard Kipling
  *The Secret Garden* by Frances Hodgson Burnett
  *Grammar-Land* by M.L. Nesbitt
  Many more modern titles at [Kayray Reads to You](http://www.kayrayreads.com)

Shannon
  *Raggedy Ann Stories* by Johnny Gruelle

Mark F. Smith
  *The Wind in the Willows* by Kenneth Grahame
  *Tarzan of the Apes* by Edgar Rice Burroughs
  *White Fang* by Jack London
  *The Adventures of Pinocchio* by Carlo Collodi

Marie Therese
  *The Adventures of Tom Sawyer* by Mark Twain
  *Emma* by Jane Austen
  *Lives of the Saints* by Alban Butler
  *Rose in Bloom* by Louisa May Alcott
  *The Trees of Pride* by G.K. Chesterton

Mike Vendetti
  *The Red Badge of Courage* by Stephen Crane